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Abstract. Experimental data on diffusion of dye patches in the sea obtained in near shore
areas, including estuariesof the coast of the Gulf of Mexico are analyzed and comparedwith
theories of turbulent diffusion. Change of radius of dye patches with time is explained from
theories of G.I. Taylor and others. Detailed structure of diffusion pattern is discussedby use
of the data obtained at a platform off Panazna City, Florida. Particularly the speed of diffusion, vertical eddy accompanyingthe bottom layer of dye patches and strange pattern of
edges of patches are discussedin relation to the environmental, hydrodynamical conditions
suchas vertical stability, mean velocity, and seasurfaceconditions.

Turbulencein the upper and lower layers of
the ocean is important in understandingthe
mechanismof surface phenomenalike slicks,
streaks,foam lines, and ripple marks as well as
suchother phenomenaas heat exchangebetween
the atmosphereand the ocean,the flushingand
disposalof polluted water, the mixing of different water masses,sedimentationand erosion
of bottom substances,
and propagationof sound
in water. Turbulence

seems to be a more com-

plicated processin the oceanthan in the atmosphericboundarylayer, for in the oceanwe have
to considerinteractionwith atmosphericturbulenceand wind waves,the effectsof bottom and
coasts,and the predominanceof tidal currents.
It is not surprising,therefore,that we lack adequate knowledgeof turbulencein the ocean,although a theory of turbulencein generaland of
atmosphericturbulencein particular, basedon
a statisticalconceptof turbulence,has been developedduring the past decade.

some results of Canadian and British groups
are presented in this symposium.Our group,
from the A & M College of Texas, the U.S.
Navy Mine Defense Laboratory, and Florida
State University, plan experimentsthis fall with
two platforms off Panama City on the northern
Gulf coast of Florida.

Turbulent

diffusion instead of turbulence

it-

self, in the ocean, has been studied and frequently mentioned in oceanographyin relation
to distributionsof variousphysicaland chemical
elements in the ocean and even to distributions

of plankton. The s•atisticaltheory of turbulence,
developedin other fields, was first applied to
the data obtainedby diffusionexperimentsin the
ocean. Two kinds of experiments on diffusion
can be explainedby statisticaltheory. When we
accept the terminologyof Batchelor and Townsend [1956] we may use one-particleand twoparticle analysis. Richardson and Storereel
[1948] introduced the idea of neighbor diffuThe study of turbulenceis handicappedby sivity in their experiment on diffusion in the
the difficulty of measuring directly such ele- ocean.Olson and Ichiye [1959] and Ichiye and
Olson [1960] developedthe idea and provided
ments as velocity correlations and spectra. Recent developmentsin electronicshave started confirmation that Richardson's 4/3 law for
to fill the gapsin suchmeasurements,as the re- neighbordiffusivityis valid for a range of dissult of efforts of several groups,includingRus- rance scalebetween 1 and 10• cm, on the basis
sian oceanographers[Kolesnikov, 1959]; and of admittedlycrudedata of drift bottles,sheets
of paper, etc.
The application of one-particle analysis to
x Based on a paper presented af, the Internaoceanicdiffusionwas also initiated by Stommel
tional Symposium on Fundmental Problems in
Turbulence and Their Relation to Geophysics [1949]. His experimentwith mimeographsheets
sponsoredby the International Union of Geodesy was later elaborated by Bourret and Broida
and Geophysics and the International Union of
[1960] in determining the diffusio.ncoefficient
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, held Septemfrom
the cha•ge of mean distances of various
ber 4-9, 1961,in Marseilles, France.
floatingmaterialswith time. The float method,
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althoughsimplein analyzingthe results,may be
inadequatein obtaining information on the detailed structure of eddies, owing to difficulties
in tracking and also to the limited number of
floats. In contrast, another method of one-particle analysis, the release o.f dye in water, is
much simpler in practice and yet gives more
detailed pictures of small-scale eddies in the
ocean.

There are two methodsof releasingdye in the
water: instantaneously,and continuouslyfrom a
source. The continuousmethod is usually unfavorablein practice,owingto the difficultyof pouring dyed water at a constant rate, particularly

ICHIYE

from an area of each patch, which is assumed
to be circular.

The radius thus determined

in-

diearesa general pattern of a gradual increase
at the start and then a rather rapid decrease
until the patch disappears.Such a pattern can
be explained by Taylor's theory of random
flight [Taylor, 1921; Frenlciel,1953] under the
assumptions
that the visualboundaryof patches
correspondsto an isoline of somecritical concentration

and that the diffusion time is much

smaller than the Lagrangian time scale. (Monin
[1959] rejectedthe first assumptionin his study
of smokepatchesin the atmosphere.)Theoretical curves obtained with such assumptionsare
from a small skiff. The instantaneous method is
drawn in full lines in Figure 1. The mean-square
generallyfeasibleunder any conditions.Figure 1 turbulent velocity is 0.6 and 0.7 cm/s'ecfor exshows results of analysis of the data obtained periments I and II, respectively.The dashed
by Gunnerson [1956] in Santa Monica Bay off lines are theoretical curves computed under a
California, in relation to the study of the dis- different assumption, that the diffusion time
posalof pollutedwater in the bay. The bay and scale is larger than the Lagrangian time s.cale.
the sites of the experiments are shown in the The chained lines are curves computed by a
left-hand side of the figure. Gunnersonreleased theory of Josephand Sendnet [1958], who deI pound of fluoresceinand determinedbound- rived a diffusion formula based on the idea of
aries of the dye patchesby visual observation. probableturbulent velocity and proved that it
In the fight-hand side of the figure the change is valid for diffusion with a scale o.f 10 to 1500
of radius of the dye patches is plotted against km. Both these curves seem inadequate t.o extime for two sets of experiments carried out in plain the feature revealedby the data.
Since1960 the author hasbeenmaking a series
the bay. The radiusof the patchesis determined

Fig. 1. Analysis of diffusion experiments in Santa Monica Bay, California.
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of diffusionexperimentsusing dye patchesreleased from a small skiff in some bays on the
northern Gulf coast of Florida, to study the
structure of eddieslessthan 50 meters long and
lasting lessthan 30 minutes. Since early in 1961
one of the Navy platforms 2 km off Panama
City has been made available for these experiments.The procedurewas to release0.5 liter of
dyed water (50 grams of fluoresceinto 1 liter of
sea water) by means of a bucket from a skiff
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movies of side views of the patch to study its
vertical

diffusion.
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Also are shown the wind data measured

with a hand anemometerat 3-meter height, currents measuredwith an Ekma• current meter,
and a BT record. The contoursof the patch indicate the concentration of dye judged from
color films, which suggestthat the concentration
beyond the visible boundary is zero as Monin
[1959] stated. This figure indicates that the
patch was diffused more intensely along the
directionof the wind and that, when the patch
entered in the wake of the platform againstthe
surface current, it was broken in several pieces
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Fig. 2. An example of diffusion experiments at
a platform of Panama City, Florida. Patterns of
a patch are shown every minute relative to the
platform, indicated by nine piles. Crossesshow the
position of the sourceof the dye.
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Figure 2 showsfor one seriesof experiments
a changeof pattern of a patch plotted every
minute.
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was released at

the same time as the dye. In some tests skin
divers

d2

2

30 seconds. For size reference a stick of known
and horizontal
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or a paper box or a balloonfrom the platform.
Usually the dye patch was photographedevery
length or a pair of floats having both vertical
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Fig. 3. Synoptic representatio.n of patterns of
dye patches. A. Free stream. B. In the wake of
the platform. a, data at Alligator Bay; s, data at
St. Andrew Bay.

and the pattern seemedto becomemoreisotropic
horizontally than outside the wake. Visual observationby a skin diver provided confirmation
that the vertical diffusion at the time was limited

to the upper 1 foot from the surface.

Thesetwo features,elongationand break-up
of the patches,was frequently observedin the
experiments.Figure 3 showsthe occurrenceof
such features against the data of wind and surface current.All the points,exceptthosemarked
a and s, are the data obtainedat the platform.
The velocity of the surface current was determined by the movement of the center of the
dye patch, and wind speedwas measuredby a
hand anemometerat 3-meter height as in Figure
2. The lower figure shows the results obtained
in the wake of the platform, the number attached to each point identifying corresponding
series of experimentsmade at. the same time.
The characteristicfeaturesindicatedby the figures are: (1) Outside a wake a patch is elongated and/or broken into piecesfor wind speeds
greater than 3 m/s or surface currents faster
than 10 cm/s. (2) When the wind is strong and
the current weak, a dye patch is elongated in
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1956 for oceanographicinvestigation of Santa
the directionof the wind, and vice versa. (3) In
Monica Bay (mimeographed), 1956.
the wake a patch usually breaksup but shows
Ichiye, T., and F. C. W. Olson, Ueber die 'neighmore isotropicity in the horizontal direction.
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